
Digital transformation training programme
Module #5

Data: uses, 
opportunities and 
risks



A few  house rules before 
we start
● Make sure your name is displayed

● Keep your video on unless you have connectivity 
issues

● Mute if you're not speaking

● Don’t hesitate to ask questions by raising your hand or 
using the chat 



Presentation of the learning modules

1. Introduction to digital 
government

2. Human-centred design for 
digital services

3. Agile and open ways of 
working

4. Building trust in digital 
government

5. Data: uses, opportunities and 
risks

6. Making the right tech choices

7. Navigating barriers to digital 
government



Learning objectives

Understand how organisations can create value from 
data, from building better services to policy making 
and evaluation

Understand the common barriers and enablers of 
data use in government

Explain the ‘once-only’ principle

Understand the importance of using data responsibly



1. Creating public value with data

2. The value of open data

3. Collecting, storing and maintaining data

4. The once-only principle

5. Responsible use of data
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How would you define data?

5-min activity



Data is a collection of facts. 

It can be quantitative or 
qualitative.





90% of the world’s data has been 
created in the last 2 years.



More data is 
generated 
through the 
increased use 
of connected 
devices and 
online 
services.



Data enables 
better 
decision 
making.



What makes data initiatives fail?

What are the biggest barriers to 
using data in government?

10-min activity



Biggest barriers to using data in government

Poor data 
quality

Lack of 
interoperabilit

y

Lack of 
data 

protection

“it’s the data 
scientists’ job!”



16,000 covid-19 cases lost 
in the UK in October 2020

Example



A good use of data can impact 
people’s lives positively. It can 
even save lives.



Sierra Leone: using data and digital 
tools to fight Ebola

Example



Data users

Governmen
t

Civil society Businesses



Malaysia’s electricity supplier uses 
consumption data to anticipate demand and 
reduce waste

Example



Give an example of how data that can be useful 
for (1) government organisations, (2) civil society 
and (3) private companies.

10-min activity
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2. The value of open data
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Open government data refers 
to the information collected, 
produced or acquired by public 
bodies and made freely available 
for re-use for any purpose.



Not everything can be 
shared



Conditions for data to be open

● Everyone must be able to access, use and share 
data

● Free or reasonable cost to access

● No constraints on re-use (even for commercial 
purposes)



Open data characteristics

● Open data is shared in a machine-readable 
format

● Open data must be licensed for re-use



Value of 
open 
data

Economic

Governance

Social
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Example



Shanghai Data Exchange

Example



Value of 
open 
data

Economic

Governance

Social



Thailand: increasing transparency in the 
infrastructure sector

Example



Value of 
open 
data

Economic

Governance

Social



Choosing healthcare service providers 
in Uruguay

Example



Finding masks in 
Taiwan’s 
pharmacies at 
the peak of the 
covid-19 crisi

Example



Barriers to using open data

● Users don’t know about the data

● Fear of breaching data protection rules

● Data quality concerns



How open data on crops helps farmers make 
sustainable decision

Example



1. What data does your department organisation 
collect?

2. Identify at least one data set that you could 
release in open data. 

3. How could they use this data to create public 
value?

15-min group discussion
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The right data is not always 
available at the right place and at 
the right time to enable decision 
making.



The data value cycle

Collecting 
and 

generating

Storing, 
securing and 
processing

Sharing, 
curating and 
publishing

Using and 
reusing

Public value

Non-government 
sources

Government 
sources



Data is not ‘the new oil’. We collect data. 
We choose what to collect, how we collect 
it and how we structure it. 

This has significant implications on service 
outputs.



Airport scanners discriminating against 
coloured minorities

Example



Determining how to reduce drop out rates from 
schools

Example



With the covid-19 pandemic, people’s lives 
changed drastically, between lockdowns and 
other mobility restrictions. 

Let’s say that a government wanted to promote 
e-commerce as a way to ensure safer shopping 
for people. 

How could data have been helpful?

15-min activity



What is the problem we’re trying to solve?

Allow citizens to shop 
for what they need

Ensure citizen safety

Government 
plans to 

promote e-
commerce

15-min activity



Groceries Pharmaceutical 
products What else?

15-min activity

People’s needs



15-min activity

What data may we want to collect?

Does the shop 
already have a 

delivery 
option?

Are there any 
special 

requirements 
for delivery (eg. 
frozen goods)?

What else?
Does the shop 
allow for online 

payment?

Does the shop 
have a digital 

way of 
marketing their 

goods?



Is the data already available? 

Who has access to this data?

What additional data may we want to collect?

15-min activity



15-min activity

What do we need to know about users?

Can people use 
online 

payment?

What else?

Do people have 
access to the 

internet?

Are people 
digitally 
literate?



Women are less likely to have access to 
meaningful internet connectivity.



1. From your experience during the pandemic, can 
you think of digital services that have led to some 
people to be excluded?

2. What could be some policy considerations to 
ensure greater access to digital services?

10-min group discussion



Data infrastructure relates to the components of a 
system.

Data architecture describes how these 
components are designed and how they interact
with each other.



Data is said to be interoperable when it can be 
easily reused and processed in different 
applications, allowing different information systems 
to work together.



Suppose we want to keep track of who attended 
this training programme, and that we captured 
participants’ details in a different format at each 
session. At the end of session 1, we received hand-
written information and then scanned it as PDF. In 
session 2, we gathered details in a spreadsheet. In 
session 3 in a word document. How easy would it 
be to gather all this data in one single place?

5-min group discussion



Now suppose that on the participant registration 
form, there is a field ‘status’. Some of the 
participants understood the status to be marital 
status whereas some of them understood it as 
employment status. What consequences does this 
lead to?

5-min group discussion



Types of interoperability

1. Foundational

2. Structural

3. Semantic

4. Human



Data standards provide a common way for various 
departments to collect, store, manage and share 
data in a consistent way.



What can be standardised?

Vocabulary Guidance

Data 
exchange



Data standards from the UK Office for 
National Statistics

Example



Data maintenance

Data quality is important. This means that data 
must be kept up-to-date. 

How and who should maintain data?



Data retention

How long do you need to keep data for?

● Legal requirements

● Infrastructure needs



Data governance

How can organisations take a whole-of-
government approach?



1. Creating public value with data

2. The value of open data

3. Collecting, storing and maintaining data

4. The once-only principle

5. Responsible use of data



The once-only principle means that people should 
supply their government with the same information 
only once.



A user journey without the once-only principle
Personal details

Personal details

Civil Status

Police



A user journey with the once-only principle
Personal details

Data Exchange Layer

ID

Civil Status

Police Pensions



Benefits of the once-only principle

● Less error-prone

● Reduced inefficiencies 

● Better user experience



Common barriers to the once-only principle

● Governance

Policy can help create buy-in

● Interoperability

It’s better to start small and 
incrementally!  



1. As a user of public services, do you have 
to submit the same data multiple times to 
different organisations?

2. What data does your organisation 
collect? How other departments may use 
this data?

15-min group discussion



Implementing the Once-Only Principle using X-Road

Example



1. Creating public value with data

2. The value of open data

3. Collecting, storing and maintaining data

4. The once-only principle

5. Responsible use of data



Data ethics refers to using data 
without harming anyone directly or 
indirectly, even if the distribution of 
data is lawful. 



Data ethics apply to all stages of the data lifecycle

11 3322



How Amazon’s AI recruitment tool 
discriminated against female candidates

Example



Example

Google Translate tends to be biased when 
translating gender-neutral pronouns



Example

Citizens are concerned about the use of live facial 
recognition to normalise surveillance



How to ensure the ethical use of data?

Legislation

Guidelines

Frameworks



Let’s go back to the group discussion we had on 
the Once-only principle and the different data sets 
that you collect as civil servants. 

Select a few of these data sets and try to test them 
through the Data Ethics Canvas.

10-min activity



Good practices

● Develop a government-wide data policy 

● Be purpose-led

● Be transparent about data governance and data uses

● Be aware of data bias 

● Monitor and evaluate



What are the goals of your organisation and how 
can data help you better achieve these goals? In 
one or two sentences, articulate a data vision for 
your organisation. 

15-min group discussion



● Data enables better decision making.

● Open data creates economic, governance and 
social value

● Data can be used to improve policy-making and 
ensure no one is left behind.

● Interoperability allows data sharing between 
different systems

Takeaways



● The once-only principle is to ensure citizens do 
not need to provide governments with 
information they have already supplied.

● Implementing the once-only principle improves 
the citizen journey and increases efficiency.

● Data ethics apply to all stages of the data 
lifecycle, from the collection of data to the 
deployment of policies or services informed by 
data analysis. 

Takeaways



Next module: 
Managing digital technology risks



This presentation has been designed using resources 
from Flaticon.com and Unsplash.com.


